Full Stack Developer - Frontend (m/w/d)
Full-/Part-Time | Berlin/Remote

What is green and makes life easier?
We solve the often tedious step of making a doctor's appointment with a very simple and
flexible online appointment system. In just 30 seconds, patients can securely book their
doctor's appointment using Dr. Flex.
On the other hand, we help doctors and practices better manage the heavy load of
appointment volume every day. Our automated scheduling and management software
integrations take significant load off of the doctors email inboxes and phone lines.

Our vision: Develop the online appointment system of the future in order to significantly
simplify access to medical care for patients.

Our Mission: We enable doctors' offices to quickly access online appointment scheduling by
capturing free appointment slots in the practice in real time through our numerous APIs to the
respective practice software.

As a Full Stack Developer - Frontend (m/w/d) at Dr. Flex you will make a significant
contribution to making the lives of doctors and patients easier.
The working hours are 40 hours per week and flexible. The work location is our office in
Stresemannstraße, Berlin-Kreuzberg. Mixed work is also possible.
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Your tasks
You will be exposed to different areas of development. Many exciting projects will ensure that
your work never gets boring and you will benefit from extensive professional development.
●

Development and improvement of various frontend projects (appointment booking tool,
SEO, appointment booking portal, management platform for doctors, video
conferencing tool, plugins for CMS)

●

Collaboration with backend and product development team on UI and UX in SCRUM

●

Optimisation of user journeys

●

UI/UX testing

Your profile
Above all, you should be passionate about our values (Humorous - Committed - Visionary) and
our vision.
●

You have good knowledge in a programming language and like to learn new ones

●

You have knowledge on the following technologies/ languages (desirable):
HTML, CSS, Rust, React, Docker, Kubernetes, WASM, REST

●

You are passionate about developing applications with an excellent user experience
and value "clean code" when implementing your ideas

●

You are a team player. Your heart beats for receiving and giving feedback to grow both
personally and as a Full Stack Developer

●

You are fluent in German or English

Why Dr. Flex?
● Best equipment: High-performance PC, High-resolution wide-screen display,
Height-adjustable desk.

● A lot of freedom and support: The best idea counts, not the biggest ego
● A young, motivated and friendly team that wants to make a difference
● Personal responsibility: With us, you can get involved in every project from the very
beginning and quickly manage your own projects

● Attractive salary with bonus program
Sounds good? Then send us your resume and (optionally) a short cover letter to
karriere@dr-flex.de. We are looking forward to your application!
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